
From its very beginnings, the museum divided
the small art community in Romania. Its
defenders stated that i t ’s better to have
something rather than nothing and that any
opportunity must be taken; its critics replied that
contemporary art can’t function in the same
space with politics; its defenders: the building
itself has to be problematised (parasitized) by the
museum; its critics: the destruction upon which
the building was created is too close in our
consciousness to leave place for detachment. 
In the 3 years since the Museum was founded
until it actually opened in the new venue, the
polemics and the debate reached also an
international public, which the director and the
curators of the museum could not ignore. Aware
of this, they chose to integrate the critics. More
than half of their discourse was constructed like a
plead in defense of the museum. Thus, the most
important of the inaugural exhibitions, ‘Romanian
artists (and not only) love Ceausescu’s Palace?!’
was meant to make explicit the conceptual frame
of the museum.(...)

2004
{tefan Tiron
The Lost Worlds: about the need to
repopulate enormous structures
We still live in a novel from the lost worlds’
category. We still have crowds of cultural tourists
who push one another to see these grandiose
monstrosities of a secret and tyrannical past. A
guided walk through House of the People in
Bucharest mimics the round trip through the lost
in jungle territories of Maya. It is that perfect
combination of faded splendours, decadence
and cruel ceremonies. 
It  is the story of never f inished pyramidal
structures, always in the middle of a building site,
quickly abandoned because of imminent
menaces or unforeseen rebellions. It is the story
told by those who compete with the best science
and popularized archaeology narrators – those
who explore the rebuilt palaces of some ancient
civilisations. This is, first and foremost, the
history of some mass mobilization experiments,
as violent and prolific as possible; it is the large
scale change of the scenery and the one-sided
planning on big areas. Apparently everything is
part of that school of thought influenced by North
Korea which tries to pass beyond any other
preceding effort of building impossible urban
structures. (...)
All these projects release a need to expand and
multiply the spatial segmentation, by increasing
the number of rooms – millions and millions -,
ready to receive the human content. 
Behind these great multipl ication projects
remains a question: how to entirely use the new
spaces, all available, how to fill the new-created
emptiness. But till then, it is only the potential of
the infinite void which becomes the main force
justifying all these structures. (...)   
To fi l l  colossal halls, you need the perfect
audience. An obedient mass of future merry
children, people having preschoolers’ desires,
ready to accept every new thing. All  the

museums hope to find a new kind of loving Eloi,
some infantile visitors, pushed by the big names
and the latest cultural style into the depths of
exhibiting spaces, cool and reassuring in to the
conditioned air. In the torrid world of greenhouse
effect, contemporary art museums offer
protection against the present climate. They talk
about spaces and aesthetics in abundance,
about unexpected turns and curatorial
idiosyncrasies. In a Eloi’s world, books become
dust and only the power of images and sounds
remains behind. Prolonged dialogues seem
useless when nobody asks any other question.
This is a museum visitor, as fragile as an Eloi,
who must be protected through some guided
round trips and age restrictions. House of the
People/ Palace of Parliament is already on the
touristic attractions’ map of Lonely Planet.
Attractions like that join another type of lost
gigantic fauna, specific to insular ecosystems.
The extreme differences of size satisfy our
special sense for physical enormities. We get
near this question: why does the insular

environment (geographical and ideological)
create giants (and, sometimes, dwarfs)? In the
last 50 years, many young biologists brought
answers to the question of insular giantism/
dwarfism. Since the publication of J.Bristol
Foster’s work (1964), the ”island’s law” – Foster’s
generalization about the rodents tending to
giantism and the big carnivores and herbivores,
like the diminishing mammoths – has been
added. Another study (1978, Ted J.Case)
concentrated more on exceptions, so the body’s
dimension grows only till it comes across other
elements, for example the animal’s ability to fly or
to dig pits. Maybe even more interesting is the
fact that pygmy mammoths, a part of the
islands’endemic fauna, seem to resist death
better than their continental relatives. In both
cases – the humanoids Eloi of the dystopian
future created by H.G. Wells or the fossil remains
of pygmy mammoths from the past -, the atrophy
seems to disturb the improvements’ line and the
evolutive promise of some bigger and greedier
specimens.
Stories about lost civilisations say that, in fact,
the buildings which become bigger and bigger
have an effect of annihilation, destroying and
deforming the leading masses; the monumental
hypertrophy creates physical atrophy. The
isolation and the huge effort made in the end
represent the last drop from a history of self-
destructive initiatives.
The enormous bodies are final products in a
direction going nowhere. 
The only direction for the huge skeletons of lost
and sank worlds points to the extinction. The
cracks and the interstices of those mammoth
bones offer a temporary shelter from the
pressure caused by the evolutive channel of
growth and physical development. Repopulating
must always be partial and alarming for the
onlooker. Lost worlds are full of questions in
search for an answer, and the help signals are
often warning.

2004 
”They have hijacked art” 
Tyrant Ceau[escu’s former palace is now home
to a gallery - and Romanians are furious. 
James Paul reports 
Tuesday, the 28th of December, 2004
The Guardian
In Romania, politics and art go hand in hand. So
much so that there has been a running joke
among artists that you can’t have a gallery
opening without an appearance from Adrian
N`stase - the country’s former prime minister,
unexpectedly removed from off ice in the
elections a fortnight ago. His apparent devotion
to the contemporary arts scene was sharply
satirised last year, when Vlad Nanca opened his
own flat as a temporary gallery: Nanca leafed
through the phonebook, found a few Adrian
N`stases, and invited one at random. 
But for some of the country’s leading young
artists, this relationship with N`stase’s
government became signif icantly more
uncomfortable when the new Romanian Museum
of Contemporary Art was opened in the same
building as the parliament. 
Their problem isn’t just with the gallery’s
neighbours, but with the building itself. The new
museum has been installed in the House of the
People, previously the Palace of the People, the
unfinished monolith that Ceau[escu began
constructing in the 1970’s as a symbol of
everything of which he was capable as dictator. 
The building is monstrous, a megalomaniacal
blend of baroque, neo-Gothic and modernism,
sprawling over the middle of Bucharest. Its cruel
facade is lined with row upon row of windows:
Romanians call them ”the big eye of Ceau[escu”.
The critic Ami Barak, meanwhile, describes the
Palace as ”architectural pornography ... meant to
exhibit the organs of power in colossal erection”.
Twenty per cent of the city, including some of its
oldest churches, was torn down to make way for
it. Workers died in near-forced labour conditions;
others are said to have been killed to protect its
secrets. No wonder Bucharest’s inhabitants view
the House/Palace with a respect tinged with
bitterness. 
When Ceau[escu was deposed, 15 years ago
this month, in one of eastern Europe’s strangest
and bloodiest revolutions, there was talk of
turning the Palace into a giant casino. The
decision to turn it into an art gallery instead has
kicked off a spat of back-biting and accusations
that may not have been seen on Romania’s art
scene since artists had to queue up for
Ceau[escu’s personal patronage. 
There are many who hope that the presence of
the museum might help to soften perceptions of
the building. It  has certainly helped it
architecturally, even though it takes up only
about 4% of the space. A gleaming, glass, wood
and white concrete exhibition space has been cut
into the once-kitsch wing where the Ceau[escus
used to have their private apartments. 
Inside, too, i t  makes a posit ive stab at
redemption. There’s no permanent collection on
show yet, but there are two exhibitions that chart
the strange quantum leap that Romania and
Romanian art have made in the past 30 years: a
retrospective of work by the 1970’s avant-
gardists Horea Bernea and Paul Neagu, and the
self-examinatory, Romanian Artists Love
Ceau[escu’s Palace?! - a show dedicated to a
love/hate relationship with the building that
houses it. (…). 
For exhibition curator Ruxandra Balaci, the
building is a ”challenge - huge, ironic, grotesque,
everything!”. She is sensitive to feelings about its
history, but argues that perceptions of it are
changing. ”The younger generation is
disposed to forget the past”, she says, ”to
look to the future.” 
And yet there are plenty of young, successful
Romanian artists who think the installation of the
museum in the Palace has turned
contemporary art into a government poodle.
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Among the most vociferous are Dan and Lia
Perjovschi. For them, the museum marks a
return to the bad old days when the cultural
police controlled the arts. ”It’s a symbol of
the past”, says Lia Perjovschi. ”How can it be a
symbol of the future?” 
The duo are unhappy that, with a whole city to
choose from, the House was the only building the
Ministry of Culture would consider for the project.
This, they argue, has meant other gallery spaces
dotted around the more bohemian Calea Victoria
area closing down. The sole focus for
contemporary art now, they say, is the
Parliament building. ”What is that saying? The
government has hijacked contemporary art.” 
The line from the museum is that the House was
the only site the government could afford. But
Vlad Nanca agrees with the Perjovschis that this
doesn’t make the building any more appropriate,
or less irredeemable. ”I ’m not against the
museum”, he says. ”There are positive things
that have come out of it. But exorcism? No, there
is nothing you can do to this building to make it
all right.” 
2005
Vlad Arghir 
National Museum of Contemporary Art (MNAC)
Climax of disgrace
(...) museum made of replacements – it does not
have its own building, and the one that it has is
not adequate, as it has already been known from
the very beginning. That did not look like a
museum and that has no space for museum
exhibits, it does not have a museum exposition
and does not represent a museum, but a
gallery...
A museum of incompetence.
Those who did not protest in time, those who did
not have this idea, those who just couldn’t, those
who chose not to fight, those who took the
opportunity or who pragmatically tried to exploit
this one chance – we all are victims of lack of
courage, imagination, hope and vitality, atavism
of the former regime, that we all tragically and
magically believed it to be eternal, until the last
moment. MNAC would have needed a delicate
construction. We believe it should have waited,
as it has been waiting since 1989, for a civilized
solution to become possible. This is quite
obvious to us. Why this hurry?
If we treat it as a space exorcising tentative,
MNAC is probably the first surrogate for a
museum building in the world, bearing a strictly
political message dictated by personal reasons.
Today, when political interests are changing, this
will be shouted louder and louder, as we all knew
from the beginning, that MNAC is no museum,
nor anything else. It is, basically, just that: a
disgrace.
2005
Pavel Su[ar`
Why the National Museum of Contemporary
Art is seen as a failure?
(one question with 10 possible answers)
Romania Literar` February 2-8, 2005
(...) 2. Because the Museum....was built following
a political order and out of propaganda necessity,
without taking into account a real art ist ic
environment and the specific configuration of the
referenced location.
With a leading board elected discretionarily,
resulting in a discretionary behaviour, the
fecundation was performed in vitro, and the birth,
scheduled earlier due to political calendar
deadlines, shows all evidence of an assisted
abortion. (...)
4. Because contemporary art is not known, and
there are no evident signs that any research,
however weak, might have been performed.
5. Because, instead of integrating a flexible sit to
the contemporary artistic project, being itself a
receptacle and an exponent in the same time…
In case of the Museum..., first they made the
repartition and only after that they applied a
difficult, sophisticated and syncopated method
for calculating the architectural, metaphysical

and psychological details of the location, which,
just like moving sand, absorbs and annihilates
everything in its surroundings.
6. Because the contemporary spirit, strongly
enchained inside the walls of the last Stalinist pill
box, instead of being able to manifest freely, has
begun to speak in a monotone and exclusive
manner about...Ceau[escu himself, about the
wonderful house of the people...
7. Because, although art does not generally lie, it
has been placed here in order to lie with great
abnegation
8. Because in the place where you expect to free
yourself of constrains, the infinite sterility, laying
like an unctuous river along innumerable white
hospital-like spaces, with ceilings lowered to the
level of psychical damage (...)
10. Instead of denouncing and exorcizing the
deposits, the stillness and the reflexes of a
memory that is traumatically bind to our collective
and individual experiences, the new MNAC only
gives new meaning to horizon and totalitarian
symbolism, subtly transforms in praise and
reconverts separate signals into a vast
mythological system.
2005
Erwin Kessler
The cupboard and the china figure
MNAC - House of the People
An historical and political kitsch 
‘’Inaugurated right before the 2004 elections,
MNAC would like to be seen as a temple of pure,
virtual image, a place where you should feel out
of territory, somewhere in the upper class of
Occidental culture....
MNAC is meant for the best Romanian mind, for
the most favorable impression of oneself, where
one feels, to no surprise, to be a member of the
community of superior minds, a partner with
equal rights on the axes – now aesthetic as well
– Bucharest – London - Washington....
MNAC is the strict product of a political will: due
to its clearly electoral utility, it leaves to be
guessed a discretionary power that washes off
an old and dirty cultural mentality....
MNAC is a china in the cupboard of the leading
power and, as a consequence, a clear political
kitsch... But even more outlined than the china is
the cupboard itself, the most criticized cupboard
that could have ever been found for recent art.
MNAC is not just built in a wing of the House of
the People, it is swallowed within it…
MNAC is an historical kitsch, a reminder of the
post-Decembrist power complicity with the
communist “values”. The fact that – unique
among the world’s museums – the access inside
the precinct that hosts MNAC is made through a
gate guarded by a policeman who professionally
inquires about the purpose of the visit,
accompanied by some other 3 or 4 policemen
who search your clothing even after you passed
the street dogs in the yard and you entered the
Museum, gives the impression of concentration
universe, of cultural bunker inside which the art
exhibits, - ‘’superior forms of freedom of the
mind’’ –  are only the pathetic results of a china
liberty, protected by the force, financing and
abuses of a accomplice and compensatory elite.
Romanian artists (and not only) love
Ceausescu’s Palace?! – presents a cynical,
official art, disguised into subversion, placed into
a private gallery paid from public money.”’
2005 
Arhitex - arhitectura , design, arta no. 144 – 02 
The great steak of the recovery interview with
Adrian Spirescu, author of the MNAC
architectural project – “The first discussions
concerning the creation of such a museum have
started in 2002 (...) In the beginning I was against
placing the Museum within this edifice. I believe
that the main building is an incarnation of
evil...(...)
Constantin Hustiuc – “general architecture
represents the architecture of power”
The Avatars of the beginning interview with
Mihai Oroveanu, manager of MNAC

The main function of MNAC – is to show a more
coherent and exact image of current art...
Alina {erban – there seems to be a discrepancy
between what you say and what is really in there,
the facts....
Mihai Oroveanu – we have been allocated, by
government decision, this park area, meaning 8
ha out of 42 that surround the House of the
People. Without including this area in the
museum, our architectural intervention could
have become the cherry on the huge cake that is
the House of the People. Not only access and
passing though area, but also the first step of the
museum. It will be a place representing the
synthesis of art, cinema, theatre, contemporary
dance, poetry, music, but also bookshop and
café bar, inside a park with open air sculpture,
and why not, a pool, sand-volley space or skate-
board area. I agree with the decisions that are
taken with full responsibility.  I am certain that we
share common views, even with those with
whom we fight. Thus I can simply ask them why
didn’t they contact us? Why should I answer all
frustrations that have to do with me? I will settle
to leave them to the dissidents in 2000.(...)
When we’ll observe the polemic rules taught at
Oxford, when we’ll leave aside the political
aspect in this subject…

Short opinions regarding the opening of the
National Museum of Contemporary Art:
Ioana Neme[ artist – MNAC opening seemed to
me to be firstly an desperate electoral act of the
former power and I do not believe that anyone in
the museum staff had anything to say about that.
The context, I mean the House of the People,
does not seem inappropriate due to its past, and
this is why I do not see the need for exorcizing,
but mainly due to its vicinity to the Parliament, a
political power of whom it depends. The museum
position, caught between the necessity of state
support and the independence necessity seems
quite difficult. (...) I believe that they camped far
too fast in this huge building, an architectural
monster born out of a megalomania unequal in
Europe, without thinking about the difficulties
they might have not only related to expositions
but also to the necessary budget for normal
operation.(...)  One aspect that made me
suspicious regarding MNAC success is the fact
that they momentarily lack the friendly part, the
opening to potential consumers of Art, who are
already dizzy and flummoxed  (...)
Mihai Pop artist /curator: 
(...) Ciprian Mure[an think the Museum risks to
become a “black hole” (...) Talking about MNAC
at the House of the People, its vicinity to the
politics seems unacceptable  (there is no point in
offering more details, others have already done
this a long time ago). A debate about MNAC
stuck at concept level, that does not take into
account the leader, is either hypocrite or futile:
MNAC’s “parents” have always had key positions
in Romanian art, but the institutions that they
led/represented were no model (at least for my
generation), however I know some private
initiatives – that managed much better their
projects and succeeded in creating positive
contexts for Romanian art, that are extremely
well received in other countries…
I dislike the heroic aura (declared) that the
directors of MNAC seem to show. As if the
existence of a museum is only the consequence
of the effort of several people “passionate with
their mission and who fight the system and
ignorance on a daily basis” and not the effort of a
managerial analysis springing from punctual
necessities, debated inside and outside the
professional community. Arguments such as
“better this than nothing, now or never” rise
questions regarding the real undertake of this
“mission”
In case of such a grand project you are
responsible for what its existence seeds and not
only for your personal career/destiny.
The humoristic answers of the artistic manager of
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MNAC upon our leaving the opening gallery (Duo
van der Mixt) plus the anatemization of the
voices that were against the MNAC project (and
who, in fact, modeled the current image of the
institution by their justified refuse) determine me
to distrust the staff of this institution.(...)
Dan Perjovschi artist
“MNAC is not a museum, it is a huge gallery. The
largest Parliament gallery in the world. A gallery
has some gallery staff and represents some
artists. This much about strategy...(...)
Hilke Gerdes art historian, correspondent
perlentaucher.de
(...)”In the catalogue, Oroveanu confesses that
his wish is for MNAC to become “one of the
components of a healthy and democratic cultural
system”. With the personal support of the former
Prime Minister, the political motive became clear
enough.(...)  as long as the democratic structures
and the cultural transparency are missing, MNAC
depends on the kindness of governmental
decision makers....(...) the museum has an
hermetic and isolated position. Who ever gets to
MNAC? I believe that mostly the tourists who go
there after the visit to the Palace (...) this world
belongs to the past, although it is the Parliament
headquarters. The negative connotations are not
to be neglected, either. I would appreciate – that
in a part of this gigantic area of the museum
(megalomaniac in itself, same as the whole
palace) to be organized an exposition about the
building history, with special accent on people as
victims and creators of this location. Of course,
this does not change the attitude of the people
who suffered during Ceau[escu’s era. For many
of them, this building will never become a proper
art environment..(...)
Ami Barak curator/art critic Chairman of the
international association of curators 
“The projects should constantly take into account
the context. The government’s poisoned
gift...(...).”
Cosmin Costina[ art critic 
“MNAC is mainly the creation of a context (the
political one, to be exact) The Romanian artistic
context was not in a proper evolution stage, nor
capable of initiating such a project from the basis
to the top. (...) the debate would have had other
terms if Romanian culture had already strong
debates on identity anatomy, on the way they are
conceived and culturally deconstructed (...)”
Vlad Nanca artist
“Of course there should be performed a project
on the history of this place, but it should rather be
social and anthropological....(...) we think that we
are in the year 2005 and the world keeps on
going on.(...) other trauma.- the one of art
teaching or of UAP, the real institutions that
make Romanian art scene have such a difficult
evolution (...)”
Liviana Dan art critic 
“A discussion about the Romanian Museum of
Contemporary Art brings in a sad tension. An
inexplicable tension existed when the magazine
A(r)telier published the opinion of several artists,
art critics, curators, on how they imagined the
contemporary art museum of this country. At that
t ime, the tension was quickly cleared. All
opinions in the magazine were completely
useless...from a polit ical point of view the
decision regarding the location of the museum
had already been taken, the leader had been
assigned, a strategy had probably been set,
hidden for most of us.
Within the country many people were frustrated
by this, and a large part of the art international
community had a hallucinating attitude... along
with Dracula Park, the project of a contemporary
art museum within the House of the People
seemed really funny…
I confess, I have never understood, from the
discussions with this kind of persons, where the
irony ends and where the compassions
starts.(...)”
Attila Tordai – S, curator/editor at IDEA
“The problem is that MNAC, having such a large

space, will be confronted with the poverty and
insufficient artistic production. And a program
basically based on international import projects
does not justify the investment – nor placing
MNAC inside the Palace of Parliament. As the
MNAC concept did not have an organic
evolution, along with the needs and possibilities
of the local art production, we are facing a project
that seems to create more problems than it
solves.” 

2005
Kristine Stiles
Remembrance, resistance, reconstruction     
The social value of Lia & Dan Perjovschi’s art
(fragments)
I. 
Remember Timi[oara, proud city of the
Romanian revolution? A visit in 2002 suggested
that the spirit of a once jubilant middle class,
intellectuals, students, and workers has been
crushed; their collective and individual hopes for
a better future, for which many sacrificed their
lives, betrayed. (…)
When the Romanian resistance cut the socialist
emblem from the tricolor flag and renamed the
country to Romania from the Romanian Socialist
Republic in 1989-1990, everything promised to
change. Today, however, the Romanians remain
tied to the past, in part because national rites of
remembrance and mourning have not taken
place. (…) 
Most symbolic, however, is the renaming of
Palatul Poporului. After the revolution it became
Casa Poporului (House of the People), although
it was popularly known as Palatul Nebunului or
the Madman’s Palace.  Now Palatul Poporului
has become the Palatul Parlamentului (Palace of
Parliament). These name changes set off a
cunning linguistic chain of metonymies that
transformed “Palace” into “House” only to return
it to “Palace”. Such adroit shifts in nomenclature
effectively alter the memory of the connection
between Palatul Poporului and the oppressive
Socialist Republic of Romania. Meanwhile the
retention of the word “palace” in the title of the
“Palatul Parlamentului” summons the memory of
the once exiled Romanian monarchy, and
restores its presence at the center of
parliamentary democracy through the metonymic
connection to “palace”. Such new titles for old
places conveniently fold the unsavory past into a
present-future that sublimates past misery and
further resists remembrance and mourning.
Nietzsche named the fai lure to remember
nihilism, or the substitution of a constant present
that disables substantive reflection and reform,
providing no point of reference to facilitate
healing. No matter. Romania wil l  join the
European Union in 2007 and, in i ts newly
appointed role as the Rumsfeldian “New
Europe”, will become a “training range and
military port” for worldwide US military expansion
in its “fight against terrorism”.  In this regard, two
further aspects of Palatul Poporului beg

mentioning: it is the third largest building in the
world after the Pentagon and the Chicago
Merchandise Mart, and is now the site of the
National Museum of Contemporary Art (MNAC),
which has been in existence for two years. With
such a move, Palatul Poporului combines all the
features of the military-industrial-communication-
complex with the addition of now also becoming
an entertainment center as well. (…)
I shall  begin with a discussion of the
Perjovschis’s collaboration, and then turn to their
conflict regarding the site of MNAC in the Palatul
Poporului. In my writing, I shall use different
names for Palatul Poporului in order to refer to its
chameleon nomenclature, and to emphasize how
its identity has been repeatedly accommodated
to fit a new context, adding layers of history to its
original meaning without ever altering its
pernicious impact on the history on the
Romanian people. Finally I will make a case for
considering the Perjovschis’s battle over the new
museum as a struggle for two mutually inclusive
goals: the construction of a sound national
dialogue on the Romanian past under the brutal
dictatorship (remembrance/mourning), and an
insistence on the integrity and independence of
art from the state; art carried out in a socio-
political field that includes critique and education
(resistance/reconstruction) for the purpose of
healing. 
II.
(…) Dan and Lia Perjovschi’s collaboration is a
time-based, social model that draws on theory
and practice for the purpose of public education,
the production of knowledge and cultural
renewal. Their collaborative practice filters
aesthetic, educational, and informational
innovation into society, deepening the public’s
historical and cultural understanding and creating
a model for other Romanians. 
III.
One could easily argue that the Perjovschis’s
work helped to set up the conditions for the
reception and establishment of a Museum of
Contemporary Art in the first place. But their
desire to initiate serious spaces for the exhibition
and discussion of contemporary art and the
MNAC could not be more different. This is made
very clear in the views of Ruxandra Balaci, the
artistic director of the MNAC, to which I shall now
turn. 
Balaci curated the opening exhibition of the
MNAC in its new site, Palatul Poporului. The
show is entitled “Romanian artists (and not only)
love the Palace?!”. To begin, the awkward title
betrays a self-conscious, defensive staging of
Romanian artists and a transparently coercive
insistence that artists should “love the Palace”.
While exuberant in its declaration, the title also
relies implicitly on the affirmation and authority of
people other than Romanian artists as signified
in the parenthetical “and not only”. In itself, this
insistence implies confusion over whether or not
Romanian artists do, in fact, “love” the Palace, a
query that the title acknowledges with a question
mark. In other words, for all its brash confidence
and aggression, the title pointedly concedes that
there are those who do not “love the Palace”, and
that something is amiss with the site after all.
Dan Perjovschi reports that, “since the launching
of the show, some artists and an art critic from
Cluj, Cosmin Costina[, refused to participate. Of
course, IDEA art magazine played an important
role, along with Attila Torday of Protokoll. To my
knowledge it is the first group of young artists to
do so reject participation. These artists include:
Ciprian Mure[an, Duo van der Mix, Supernova
Group and Costina[.”
Not only is the placement of MNAC in Palatul
Poporului problematic, but also the curator’s
attitudes toward the public are equally so.
Referring to her curatorial activities, Balaci
explained that she had “very little time to write”,
but that when she did it was “almost exclusively
published in the foreign press where the public is
prepared for the type of discourse that I
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maintain”. This statement shows that whatever
her style of writing, Balaci disdains the Romanian
public’s ability to understand her “discourse” and
feels justified in reserving it for the West. Her
ambitions for the museum are clearly focused on
a public outside of Romania: 
We hope to do our work at international
parameters, not local [my emphasis]. MNAC’s
strategic direction nowadays [is] the creation of
an international base for the realization of the
project. 
Balaci’s disregard for her fellow countrymen
belongs to a centuries-old struggle of Romanian
cultural orientation between the West and East
that dates from its relationship with Roman
(Italianate) culture, the Ottoman Empire, and its
own indigenous Dacian culture (a problem I
discussed in “Shaved Heads and Marked
Bodies”). (...)
Clearly a sense of Romanian cultural inferiority is
connected to this Western orientation, combined
with a characteristic – and, again, centuries-old -
Janus-faced self-aggrandizement that has also
dominated Romania. For example, Balaci
characterizes the Romanian art world as “a small
and poor community…eroded by egos and
resentments [and] far from the monolithic unity
with which the Slovenian art, for example, has
crossed with success the symbolic border
between East and West (a still active border),
generating one of the most interesting
phenomena in European contemporary art”. She
continues: “We, in contrast, don’t have the
cultural cohesion of the common effort, even
though the purposes are similar more often then
not”. Balaci also insists that the museum is “not
to the liking of the wide and implacable local
mediocrity”. She is certainly not referring to the
Perjovschis here, but rather expressing once
again her disdain for the public at large, a view
that could not be further from the Perjovschis’s
embrace of and confidence in the public.
Furthermore, her comment fails to consider the
reasons why the locals (among them the
Perjovschis) might not love the museum. She
continues: “Falsehood is overwhelming us, false
values, false modesty, a culture of mediocrity,
when we have all the possibilities not to be like
this”. Again, this view of the Romanian art as
mediocre dates to a continual tendency to locate
the Romanian cultural situation within a
semiotics of “poverty” and “misery.” In this
regard, I am thinking of the book “Critique of
Misery” written in 1945 by Bella Naum, Paul
Paujn and Virgil Teodorescu, C`lin Dan’s essay
for Experiment, entitled “Aesthetics of Poverty”
1996, Magda Cârneci’s book, Art of the 80s,
Texts on Postmodernism, 1996, which closes
with a lament about the poverty of the situation in
Romania, and many other Romanian cultural
texts.
Disavowing her public, on the one hand, Balaci
exaggerates and aggrandizes Palatul (Poporului)
Parlamentului on the other. For her, it has the
capacity to draw the Romanian people “(and not
only)” to its doors:
It is said to be…the first time something like this
takes place, and the successful outcome belongs
to a large degree to me, as well as the heroism to
dominate, in a Romanian context, the site of the
biggest Museum of Contemporary art in Eastern
Europe. [This achievement] belongs completely
to Mihai Oroveanu, who succeeded in
overcoming the suspicions and endemic “bad-
faith” that naturally appears when something
“constructive” is undertaken…. [He ] is
undoubtedly the charismatic personality able to
realize this project in Romania.
The “dominating” pluck of being the “largest”
museum of contemporary art in Eastern Europe
balances Balaci’s lament that Romania is a
“culture of mediocrity”. Her presumption seems
to be that in a country of such “mediocrity” at
least its museum will be the “biggest”. The aim
for Romania to loom large in European esteem is
a nationalist desire that has long held Romanian

intellectuals hostage and relates to an unspoken
racist shame of being the home of Europe’s
gypsies, to say nothing of Dracula and Dictators.
Meanwhile Palatul Parlamentului -  part
Pentagon, part Merchandise Mart - will make a
show of splendor that for some will equate to
power. But it will be a dominance that does not,
however, mask the bloated gigantism of the
place itself and its unresolved history of suffering
and loss so vividly displayed in the desolate
landscape surrounding this monster building.
Sadly, Balaci’s suspicion of “bad faith” on the part
of her public, and her assumption that anything
“constructive” will be criticized in Romania, is
also characteristic of the mentality of the
oppressed. This frame of mind was contagious
during the Ceausescu years when the will for
change was systematically destroyed,
contaminated, and undermined by surveillance,
fear, defeat, and shame, which in no small part
was due to his authoritarian possessiveness of
what constituted “authentic Romanian culture”.
Similarly, Balaci and Oroveanu, by way of their
legitimized institutional positions, present a
learned version of this kind of behavior that
reflects how trauma transfers across
generations. The shadow of this Romanian past
animates Balaci’s description of the curatorial
team at the MNAC: There is the absence of
money….A poor artist in the computer era
doesn’t work anymore, the romantic cliché is
worn out. A poor university professor
becomes automatically corrupt; a good
Romanian curator must act abroad as s/he
cannot survive financially here….We are an
extremely united team, yet I wonder every
day why my young and capable colleagues
still come to work, why they don’t leave the
country permanently with the scholarships
they receive, with the “indecent” salaries that
they have. 
Balaci concludes her comments in this part of the
interview with the further astonishing admission:
“Sacrif ices and a general feeling of
senselessness make the Romanian curator a
mystery”. This is an extremely poignant and self-
revealing comment. Balaci’s recognition of the
low pay and sacrifice of her young colleagues
seems a heartfelt lament for the wider situation in
Romania. It also seems to reflect her own sense
of surrender and futility at the job she tries hard
to perform. As I stated in this essay’s opening
paragraphs, the situation to which Balaci refers
is, indeed, very real. There is no reason to doubt
that her ambitions for the National Museum of
Contemporary Art and hopes to revitalize Palatul
Poporului are in “good faith”, which is why I have
drawn on her public record as an insightful official
view of the administration of the MNAC. Yet,
while Balaci’s situation and experiences are
lamentable, her attitudes present the internal
mechanisms and thinking around the
construction of the MNAC unfavorably. They
suggest that the instantiation of a museum in
Palatul Poporului will further complicate the
situation for contemporary art practices in
Romania, to say nothing of contributing to the
suppression of memory and, thus, the retardation
of healing in Romania’s culture of trauma, as I
shall presently discuss. 
If  Balaci’s comments are compared to the
resistance of the Perjovschis to the MNAC,
another picture emerges. They describe their
resistance in the following terms: 
“In an emerging art scene with no production
funds, no mobility funds [funds for travel], and
basically not enough white cubes [exhibition
spaces] to show the art works [of contemporary
artists], the making of such a cultural Pentagon is
not the solution. More than 2 million euro was
spent to adjust the building [Palatul Poporului] for
art purposes. 2) The building is the Parliament.
On one hand, we do not know of any good art
institutions located in the Parliaments buildings
of other nations, and on the other after having
culture under the thumb of politics for 50 years to

put it here is like a bad joke; 3) This is the ugliest
building on Earth. This is the dictator’s Palace; 4)
Between the city and the building is about one
mile of empty fields. That is exactly the distance
between the leaders and the cit izens [my
emphasis]. Now this distance will apply to visual
art too; 5) Absolutely nobody was consulted. This
is Romania where the process should be more
transparent. The Prime Minister (the art collector)
is quoted as saying about the location: “Either
here (Ceau[escu Palace) or nowhere...”; 6) The
museum was established, putting all the state
spaces together (6 venues) under the same
umbrella. This was the year, 2002, when things
were supposed to go the other way,
decentralizing State Power.”
Backing up this commanding argument with
action, when invited to contribute artworks to the
museum Dan refused, in his words, to give
anything to “the infamous museum exhibition”.
Lia was never invited; and neither artist was
asked to participate in the opening exhibition.
This oversight reflects the continued failure of
most Romanian crit ics and art historians
associated with official Romanian cultural
institutions to grasp the significance and function
of her work. It  is also, however, an overt
repudiation of Lia’s assertive development of the
CAA and its argumentative critique of their
practices; for there is no question but that CAA,
and especially Lia, present an aggressive refusal
to compromise with practices and values with
which the Perjovschis disagree. The result is a
stand off between the official Romanian art world
and the Perjovschis guerrilla tactics. For his part,
Dan responded to the official invitation with an
antagonistic and hostile retort: he posted his
invitation on the Internet so that any artist could
respond. He laughs when he reports that, “the
officials got loaded with offers from other artists”
who were to participate and to give works to the
new museum. 
The Perjovshis’s resistance principally
underscores this conflict: the association of
contemporary art with the very building that
signifies the former dictator’s most heinous acts
seriously compromises artists’ ability to comment
critically on the state and its social, political, and
cultural practices and policies. By participating in
the MNAC - located in the bowels of Palatul
(Poporului) Parlamentului - contemporary artists
become complicit with the state both in the
present and also, by association, in the past. The
placement of experimental art in this building
usurps the very possibility of contemporary
artist ic opposit ion, compromising artists’
independence. Just as problematic as the
inference that contemporary art serves the state
by being located in Palatul Parlamentului is the
not so subtle coercion of artists to show their
work in such a place when so few other venues
for the support and exhibition of contemporary art
exit in Romania. Worst of all, this invitation
recalls the psychological intimidation practiced
by Ceau[escu, who required Romanian artists to
create works for both his private and state
collection, to say nothing of the endless portraits
he and his wife Elena demanded of themselves.
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Both situations - past and present - capture
contemporary artists in a noose of power. 
Hanging contemporary Romanian art in Palatul
Parlamentului is tantamount to hanging art in
Palatul Poporului. Then as now, those in control
have the power and authority to marginalize
artists who do not conform. This is an old and
familiar form and structure of intimidation that
appears to be reinstated under an alleged
democratic system. Dan and Lia Perjovschi have
consciously taken the difficult decision to remain
outsiders to such institutional compulsion and
intimidation so that it may be examined and
remembered as a legacy of Romania’s painful
past. Their position enables the Perjovschis to
resist for the purpose of reconstruction.
IV.
Through resistance and reconstruction, the
Perjovschis’s activist position connects the ethics
of art to national remembrance and mourning
that is crit ical to recovery from trauma. In
Remembering to Forget, Barbie Zelizer has
discussed the sequence of “forgett ing to
remember”, “remembering to remember” and
“remembering to forget” that represents a
mourning process that often occurs in traumatic
situations. At first a “period of high attention”
prevails that is followed shortly by skepticism
about the extent of the trauma suffered, during
which t ime the “frame for bearing witness
[becomes] highly formulaic”. Within a decade,
people become so saturated with and numbed by
their own and others’ suffering, she writes, that
“survivors…learn to keep their experiences
private”, and for the next thirty years “very little
institutional memorial response” takes place and
people “forget to remember”. Forgetting to
remember marks the first period of dissociation,
a sublimation of the past that returns as the
repressed in destructively painful psychological
and social ways. The second phase, a period of
“remembering to remember”, is a period of
zealous memorializing. Today, for example, by
continually memorializing the Holocaust (in
museums, books, and international culture), the
world remains locked in “remembering to
remember”. Finally, in the third phase,
“remembering to forget”, a population heals
enough to no longer need to repress the past,
and becomes psychologically healthy enough to
consciously decide to “remember to forget”,
namely to let go of the past.  But remembering to
forget may only occur when the memories have
been so thoroughly confronted and integrated
that they form a conscious part of the reality of a
person or a society. 
If this succession may be taken as a prognosis
for Romania’s future with regards to its dictatorial
traumatic past, Romania remains in the first
period of “forgett ing to remember”. The
suppression of the history of Palatul Poporului
with the new Palatul Parliamentului, and the
papering over of pain with the National Museum
of Contemporary Art precisely demonstrates this
state, and appears to be a vain hope that
contemporary art will heal the rift of the past.
While understandable, albeit inadvisable, such a
strategy maintains the developmental evolution
of trauma that is unchecked by intervention, and
will most likely result in the prolongation of the
period of dissociation. Eventually, however, the
traumatized remember. This means that a long
period of “remembering to remember” will occur
in Romanian in the future, at which time the site
of the MNAC in the “Palace” will be questioned
again. Understandably, Romanians want to put
the past behind them, exhausted by sorrow and
struggling to take their rightful place in European
society – a Europe to which Romania has
already contributed so much. But resurrecting
the “Palace” as a different sort of “Palace” - an art
“Palace”, in which art is marshaled to elevate the
past and present simultaneously - is only a short-
term solution. For such a reconstruction of
national history, contaminated by the legacy of
terror and totalitarianism for which Palatul

Poporului stands, will haunt Romanian culture.
Thus, if observed within in the context of the
stages of healing, situating the National Museum
of Contemporary Art in Palatul Poporului can
only be compared to the moment in 1993 when
Dan Perjovschi tattooed himself with the name of
his oppressor. Hopefully, the removal of the
MNAC from the “Palace” will not take a decade
and will not be financed in Germany. 
The fraught debate over how to use Palatul
Poporului recalls the transition to democracy in
South Africa and debates over the fate of
Robben Island, where black male polit ical
opponents of apartheid, including Nelson
Mandela, were exiled and imprisoned. Annie E.
Coombes recalled that proposals for the island,
ranged from a casino and leisure complex for the
international moneyed classes to a Disney-style
amusement park, a rehabilitation camp for street
children, and a center for correctional
rehabilitation running courses to reestablish the
inmates’ sense of moral values. The British
founder of the Open University, Lord Young of
Dartington, proposed reviving the reputation of
the island as a “university”…with a focus for
education about the l iberation struggle….
Nongovernmental organization Peace Visions
promoted the idea of the island as a center for
international peace studies and a training ground
for international brokers to learn the art of peace
negotiations. In 1993 it was clear that the future
of Robben Island was a preoccupation among
various factions of local, regional, and national
government.
In the end, South Africa declared Robben Island
a national monument and a museum was
established in September 1996. It has become a
World Heritage Site, as well as a tourist site for
ecology and wildlife. Coombes points out that
while “overall consensus” for such sites is almost
impossible to reach, an engagement with cultural
heritage is central to any discussion over places
that are such “international, socio-political and
cultural symbols”.
Palatul Poporului is an international symbol, and
because it is the symbol of Romanian national
traumatic experience, how it is used effects how
Romania recovers from its history of abuse. In
this regard, survivors of trauma must learn to
“articulate the values and beliefs that the trauma
destroyed” in order to rebuild their systems of
belief. Thus recovery requires that a story be
repeatedly told about the history of Palatul
Poporului as a primary means “for reconciliation
with repressed material”. The Perjovschis’s
refusal to capitulate to the installation of
contemporary art in the “Palace” must be
understood as a public service of remembrance
that articulates the values and beliefs destroyed
by everything represented by Palatul Poporului
and for which they mourn. Their resistance, in the
name of art, is an effort toward Romanian
reconstruction. Even though the Perjovschis
have fought and lost this batt le against
tremendous odds, their resistance is an ethically
constituted opposition consonant with a healing
process from trauma. Indeed, survivors often
engage in moral battles for socially beneficial
ends, advancing the healing process through
social activism and political advocacy for the
disenfranchised and abused or fighting for ethical
rights. By developing and adhering to their
principles, the Perjovschis offer an example of an
ethical conscience operating on behalf of
Romanian cultural remembrance, which is a form
of mourning in a nation where the population was
forced to observe and live by the destruction of
ethics and morality, and whose aspirations were
curtailed. The Perjovschis present a paradigm for
renewal, in which aesthetic concepts and critical
practices serve Romania’s own psychical and
cultural restoration. For without such consciously
considered acts of recollection and grieving, in
conditions where there is much to evoke and
lament, traumatic dissociation will be augmented,
as the growing f ield of research on

“transgenerational trauma” shows, trauma will
return in younger generations.  In short,
intergenerational trauma will continue - and
already is afoot in Romania, albeit in new and
different experiences and behaviors – in future
generations if the original trauma is not healed. 
In conclusion, I want to point out that the long-
term time base and social value of the
Perjovschis’s collaborations, or acts of healing,
involve the organization of contexts for
remembrance that contribute to the process of a
return to normalcy. In the end, that they failed to
convince the authorities to select a better site for
the National Museum of Contemporary Art does
not reduce their contributions to Romanian
society. It is the affect of their practice throughout
Romanian society and what their work stands for
that counts historically, not whether it succeeds
or fails in the moment. The Perjovschis have
already bequeathed a legacy of ethical
resistance that is being carried on by younger
Romanian artists and will be remembered in the
history of art. 
I would like to thank Octavian E[anu, Laurel
Fredrickson, Dan Perjovschi and Raluca Voinea
for their discussions with me on this essay. I am
also indebted to Laurel for her excellent editorial
assistance. Finally, I wish to thank Lia and Dan
Perjovschi for including me in the rich intellectual
and artistic circle of their Open Studios in
Bucharest since 1992.
(First printed in Idea Art & Society, no. 19, Cluj)
2005
Young artists protest against UAP (The Union of
Artist) (?)
2005
Sorin Antohi - interview by Emilia Chiscop
The “Suplimentul de cultura” no. 14 02-03
Fragments: “No matter how many turbo folk,
soap operas and other similar things the
masses would consume, they can’t totally
abolish the culture.

My position regarding the actual situation of the
Romanian culture is categorical - we assist at a
prolonged crisis and/or we take part in this crisis,
although “only” as “consumers” - the culture is
interactive and the public is neither passive, nor
innocent.
If there is something in which Romanian culture
excels, it is especially in the persistence of its
extraordinary symbolical position, thanks to the
conservative and even reactionary nature of the
communism.”
What does the Romanian culture excel in? Which
are its most doubtful aspects? (…)
“Romanian culture is a symbolic f ict ion
(Contrafort, March-June 2001), generating
collective identity, too complex to be easily
described, defined, analysed“.
Romania has a provincial and mimetic culture,
even when it seems to be original. (…).
Cuvântul - January 2005 – strategies for the
Romanian culture’s promotion abroad…
the proposal to promote the substance, not
the image, which immediately brings us at the
problem of infrastructure and, in conclusion,
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of strategical planning. More exactly at that
chapter at which Romania is still failing, in a
country that missed so far its modernization and
where the isolationist fixation on a bi- or even a
multimillenary tradition is a substitute for a
systematic construction.
Ministry of Culture hasn’t reformed yet. Its
staff kept or temporarily rehired, in key-positions,
people sti l l  animated by the communist
stalinism’s spirit, even some office workers
longing for Ceau[escu. (…)
The Ministry of Culture should concentrate on a
few precise positions concerning the image (the
promotion of the creations and the important
cultural figures…) and also the infrastructure -
subventions for programs of public interest. Only
the creators and the public are competent to
judge of the essence of culture. The state should
modestly interfere, only when the consumption
society’s force threatens the substance of
culture… (…) The culture includes humanities,
natural sciences, technology, political spirit,
political culture, civic culture…(…) Romania is a
very modest presence on the international
market of cultural assets. (…) We need to have
our specialists … many cultural institutions
are making compromises for money. How far
can the compromise go? Donations must be
prudently accepted, their source and use must
be transparent, the conditions imposed by the
donor need to be negotiated… (in the West - the
big companies, the foundations, the individual
donors, the loterries, the casinos – culture,
education, research)…
The Academy must also be reformed… some
of the members have no body of work. What’s
worst is that the research institutes, sponsored
by the Academy, have also preserved
themselves…(…)
Creation unions – instruments of the party
providing shameful advantages, in which even
some tenors of our democracy found
satisfaction.”

2005
2.03
Vlad Nanca
Tuberman project.
It is said that those from MNAC are for. So, if
anybody wants to settle a match, then it’s
possible! Prepare your tubes, roll up your
cornets and shoot!

2005 may 5
The freedom of expression celebration day.
Among other things (music concertos, public
meetings) some graffiti activities have been
organized on the wall around the Parliament
Palace.
(actually on some woden panells and  with
the permission of The Chamber of Deputies.
Grafitt i as a life style and not at all
counterculture. freedom?)
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Mihai Oroveanu (museum’s manager - in a 22
magazine interview, no. 664 , November –
December 2002)
“The proposal to use spaces from House of
the People came from the Prime Minister
Adrian N`stase (?)
I  don’t know if  he really thought of al l
connotations of this proposal (?)
The propaganda
“There was a political will and I hope it will have a
certain consistency. A sum was allocated from
the state budget, and that sum won’t be given in
a single year, but it will be phased almost for
three years, in order not to become a burden for
the general budget or to weaken the culture’s
budget. This sum is directly given and
administrated by the government, through its
institutions.”
Stereotypes, clichés
“in monster’s house”(allusion to the fact that it
was built by Ceau[escu) 
cultural… “revenge” (a false problem
…Ceau[escu is dead shot in ‘89)

Today the subject is the Power and the
Culture and Art relations

Emotional factors
“The most difficult part is gone and, from now on,
according to the sums which we’ll gradually
receive, in normal conditions we can start to build
something. (?)
But a museum is more than just a financial
investment, it also needs understanding, civil and

class solidarity” (?) (nowadays, everyone who
controls a business regrets the communism
because then everybody obey and nobody
criticise…that’s why I imagine many people
think like that, for them, change means
getting to the power…)

Opinions
An error…
Certain events cause, or bring others events…
The autonomy of art/culture
The museum in this location is the visiting
card of the Power, an official space for
exhibitions,  in the service of  “democracy”

The two directors’ passport for trips in the
West.
For the artists and art critics – it is the
image of dependency, of opportunity…of lack
of engagement, the image of the communist
mentality of subordination in order to obtain a
profit (to be the chosen one from the hungry
crowd)… the lack of professionalism.
For the public - the message is clear:
obedience and “no comment”, the ones who
rule know what they are doing – they have
the intellectuals’ support…, the culture’s
support…
Critical theories, cultural studies, institutional
crit ique…conceptual art.. the recent
postmodern theoretical studies – unstudied in
universities - these are necessary readings.

Measures
A critical analysis… the articulation of a
critical space
Human being and society
Society - generically - civil association and
distinct social relations system.
“The permanent contemporary amnesia - the
(postindustrial) hyperactivity and the anxiety
generated by the unemployment and its
Japanese alternative, ”management by stress” 
the reality - reality’s crisis, a kind of permanent
present with no organic relation with the past - a
present time running at maximum speed… the
society of the show… Adorno – administrated
society… Marcuse –  unidimensional man –
Charles Baudelaire Le flaneur - a stranger
among strangers.”
To understand and to explain the social reality,
you cannot avoid the evaluation and the criticism

of the social representation - (Critical Theories)
Culture/Power
“Every society has its own shape, target,
meaning… expressed in institutions, art,
education… search for the common sense,
directions, under the pressure of experience,
contacts and discoveries” Raymond Williams
People learn culture 
Culture shape behaviour and consciousness.
Culture is seen as political: 
Raymond Williams – “a particular way of life,
whether of a people, a period or a group - a
whole way of life”,…”not a determined field, but a
site of social differences and struggle” (Green)
“Culture is dialectical in nature – we make culture
and we are made by culture, just as there is
individual agency, there is external structure –
involve power and help maintain and create
inequalities within and between social groups. 
Resistance is always present – a dominant
cultural process will generate its own critical
response”… (Cultural Studies)
The power – Michel Foucault – “from the
knowledge’s angle, as a thought system gaining
the control,  i t  is legit imated socially and
institutionally.”
Ideology - Althusser – “operates not explicitly but
implicitly - it lives in those practices, those
structures, those images we take for granted... it
is unconscious”
Roland Barthes  “Everything that is culture may
be decodified.”
Who
Biological, psychological, social, economic,
cultural backgrounds

Adrian N`stase - The Prime Minister of a party
(PSD) which controlled Romania since the 1989
“Revolution”. 
1984 International Institute for Human Rights
from Strasbourg (?)
1990-‘92 Minister of Foreign Affairs
1992-‘96 President of the Chamber of Deputies
1996-2000 vicepresident of the Chamber of
Deputies
2000 - 2004 Prime Minister…

W h a t  k i n d  o f  p r o j e c t  i s  M N A C  i n  t h e  P a l a c e  o f  P a r l i a m e n t ?
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PSD (almost a mafioso party… led Romania
between 1990-1996, 2000-2004)
MNAC as a political demand
MNAC directors: 
Ruxandra Balaci - since 1995 director of the
Contemporary Art Department from the National
Museum of Art 

Mihai Oroveanu - since 1990 the director of the
National Office for Art Exhibitions

Context
2002
22 Magazine, july
Dan Perjovschi
Where we are now
For about 12 years I have sometimes been
meeting Andrei Ursu, when he comes from
Chicago at the trial of his father’s Securitate
assassins. We change a few words and then I
look for my problems: miners’ revolts, electricity
bill, financial engineerings, rates, self-made
billionaires. I’ll meet him again in a week, in a few
months or maybe in a year. Meanwhile, political
leaders or contracts for Romania appear and
disappear, general public prosecutors,
presidents, governments, prime-ministers, the
FMI (International Monetary Fund) rapporteur or
the civil society are changing. For 12 years
Andrei has been attending the trial, like a clock,
amazing both the guilties and the juridical system
that tries to blanch over those guilties.
We’ll be a real country when Andrei comes only
for the awarding of Gheorghe Ursu Foundation’s
essey prizes for highschool competitions like
“The Culture of (in)tolerance” or “Why would I
(not) leave Romania?”

2004
December
http//contracoruptie.ong.ro
The members of the Coalition for a Clean
Parliament
Catavencu Agency-Media Monitoring Agency
(Mircea Toma)
Civil Alliance (Ioana Arn`toiu)
The Association for Human Rights’ Defence –
Helsinki Committee (Monica Macovei)
Pro Democracy Association (Cristian
Pârvulescu)
Students’ Association from the Faculty of
Political Sciences (Doina T`nase)
The Centre for Independent Journalism (IOana
Av`dani)
Freedom House Romania (Cristina Guseth)
Open Society Foundation (Renate Weber)
The Group for Social Dialog (Radu Filipescu)
Romanian Academic Society (Alina Mungiu-
Pippidi)
The Coalition for a Clean Parliament elaborated
lists based on norms of ethical integrity founded
by the civi l  society, based on standards
necessary to a clean policy and to an honest
administration.
Alina Mungiu-Pippidi in dialogue with Eugen
Istodor:
For politics, lists do exactly what the Romanian
society should have done long ago, in all fields -
they state what’s good and  what’s bad.
E I The lists are taken from the press. Well, the
press is paid either by the state power, or by the
opposition. You shouldn’t have given also the
lists of media owners and their relations with the
politics?
AMP The main source is the press, that’s true,
but not only a newspaper article. And besides,
we asked people to contest. We eliminated the
articles based on no document.
The lists show that there are lots of parties, but a
single network.
If you are in the network, everything comes to
you automatically.
They are the f irst quantitative proof that
everything is monopolized by the devouring elite,
which, of course, has its nest in PSD.
The corruption map and the development map
are strictly colligated, the poorest counties, with
villages where everybody depends on social
assistance or on coupons, have the biggest lists.
Ialomi]a, Giurgiu, Arge[…
The most developed counties from Transylvania,
with a higher standard of l i fe and a more
independent population, like Sibiu, Alba, Arad,
have only a few names on the lists.
We accepted not to take into consideration the
party leaders who promote our integrity norms
and who clean the lists by themselves.
2004
Jurnalul National, 
27 May 2004
Lavinia Tudoran
Romania, ploughed in the human rights
examination
Amnesty International Organisation – 
The human rights are not respected, corruption is
everywhere, “big fishes” are free…from the
yearly report
2004
Evenimentul Zilei
No 3925,  24 November 2004
The shorthand records of PSD’s secret
meetings from the beginning of 2004
PSD is looking for political analysts
Adrian N`stase: “Everyone must name ten
analysts that he recommends for the TV
channels, radio and so on”
The party target: as many ONGs
subordinated to PSD as possible
Misinformational strategies about political
oppenents
The leader of the Student’s League named by
PSD. How do the PSD leaders play the fool
The campaign strategist of D.A. All iance
accuses PSD of preparing a fraud at the

elections. The methods of electoral theft – the
falsified polls and exit-polls, but also the cheats
with the voting papers…
2004
Evenimentul Zilei 10 November 2004
55 new billionaires in top 300 
Ovidiu D. Popica
13 billion dollars – the most attractive businesses
were the investments in the capital market and in
the real estates market.
The past explains the present
On the whole, the group of the top ten has
increased its fortune. About the majority of
them it is known, at least, that they are still
having cordial relations with the leading party
PSD.
Doctor Roger Schoenman, professor at
University of Santa Cruz, California – The
dynamic in Romania, where it seems that 10 or
11 of the f irst 20 businessmen had had
something to do with the Security…The majority
of them is trying to maintain good relations with
PSD. PSD has the most numerous billionaires
candidate

October 2004 The second opening of MNAC.
This time for the General Elections. Adrian
Nastase the PSD candidate for the Presidency
did the opening speech
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